CAE recognizes its duty of care to protect the wellbeing of its students, as well as its responsibilities under Health and Safety legislation. CAE has a duty of care to protect its staff and students from harm, as far as practicable and foreseeable. This duty of care extends to directing those in need to the appropriate support services and to encouraging them to take up the support available, including that from their friends and family, if appropriate. It would also extend to an appropriate level of follow up with the person.

**Student Services**

We offer advice and support whether you are thinking about applying to us, are in the process of applying or currently studying here.

Our experienced, student services team can help if you are experiencing many kinds of issues, including:

- Concerns about your wellbeing – anything that is getting in the way of your studying and enjoying life at CAE, accommodation difficulties, healthy lifestyle and homesickness.

- Emerging health issues – sleeping problems, feeling anxious or isolated, experiencing low mood.

**Independent Advice**

We offer all students of CAE a private and confidential counseling service which is available through our partnered provider at Canada Life;

CAE work with Canada Life to provide both private ‘Health and Wellbeing’ assistance and access to a ‘Best Doctor’ service.

**Health and Wellbeing Assistance**

An independent counselling service available 24 hours a day offering a free, confidential service which is available online; [www.myemployeecare.lifeworks.com](http://www.myemployeecare.lifeworks.com), using the access number 72221 and password Employee Care.

Talking Space is a confidential service provided by the NHS, that provides independent support and information, advice and recommendations. To access this free service, please see the customer services desk to make a GP appointment at Cherwell Medical Centre. In order to access Talking Space, you will need a GP referral.

CAE work with local AME services and can assist if required with medical issues that arise. We are able to book GP appointments if required as well as Aviation Medical Appointments.

If you don’t wish to make a GP appointment, then you can call the NHS medical non-emergency advice line by dialing 111 on your phone.

Confidential Student Services are available at each site and can be requested privately at any time. Please make an appointment with Lauren Barber, CAE Customer Services Manager to discuss further.
Out of hours Support

Our aim is that you do not get to ‘crisis point’ before involving us. But we recognize that on occasion you will require support that may not be during our office hours. There is a 24 hour help line that is available to students who require this, owned by Lauren Barber, Customer Services Manager: 07827879420.

Things to consider for your Well-Being

Eat Well – It can be difficult to eat home cooked food whilst living in a different environment, either in halls or temporary accommodation. Try to manage your work load to accommodate one hot meal a day and think of nutrition and diet.

Get Active – Find a local gym or an activity center that you enjoy and try to get active a few times a week.

Talk to us! – Our Student Services team are available at all times for any students who have any matters of well-being that they wish to discuss. Our teams have strong local knowledge and may be able to help with local information and or advice that could be of use.

Balance – You are with us to train but it’s important to have fun, build friendships and have some recreation time too. Some students struggle to find the right balance on this but it is important to remember your health and that you are primarily here to study.

Enjoy! – Our training courses are very intensive but our staff are all experienced and want to help you achieve your goals. Please allow us to help you if we can.

CAE Student Discount Gym Membership at VIDA Health & Fitness Centre

VIDA Health & Fitness Centre is located in front of Langford Hall accommodation. The gym is open 7 days per week, complete with fitness classes, personal training sessions and health coaching.

All CAE students are introduced to VIDA on their induction day and given the chance to ask any membership questions to the management of VIDA.

CAE has a negotiated student membership rate which is heavily discounted to encourage students to join during their training. Information on rates and membership is available at the reception desk of VIDA.